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we analyze the award votes in terms of in-group bias by comparing
the effects of team and national origin in awarding 5 points, 3
points, and 1 point. we study voting bias in the award using four
metrics: point ratio, vote ratio, vote bias, and vote consistency. the
point ratio of a country or team is the number of points awarded to
any player on the team or country divided by the maximum points
that the player could have been awarded. for example, a point
ratio of 2% would indicate that a nation’s voters awarded the
maximum 2% of votes for players on that team. the vote ratio of a
country or team is the number of votes that player won divided by
the maximum number of votes that player could have won. for
example, a vote ratio of 1% would indicate that a nation’s voters
awarded the maximum 1% of votes for players on that team. a
vote bias of a country or team indicates whether or not the country
or team voted more for an individual than expected based on the
point ratios. this is defined as the number of points awarded to an
individual in a country divided by the maximum number of points
that could have been awarded for the player. for example, vote
bias of a country or team is 3%, which is 2.4% more than expected,
would indicate that a nation’s voters awarded the maximum 2.4%
of points for players on that team. the vote consistency of a
country or team is the standard deviation of the differences in the
average number of points awarded to each of the 20 nominees in a
country or team’s past six years divided by the standard deviation
of the point ratio of the same country or team. a vote consistency
of 0% indicates a consistent vote rate, while a vote consistency of
100% indicates a high number of points awarded for players on a
team or country. more details about these metrics can be found in
the appendix (table a1) and paper
(www.ifstudies.org/votingalignment).
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